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Abstract. Terrestrial Free-space optical communication
(FSO) links have yet to achieve a mass market success due to
the ever elusive 99.999% availability requirement. The terrestrial FSO links are heavily affected by atmospheric fog.
To design systems which can achieve high availability and
reliability in the presence of fog, accurate and better models
of fog attenuation need to be developed. The current article
puts forth appropriate probability density function estimates
for received signal strength (hereafter RSS) under fog conditions, where variations in the RSS during foggy events have
been statistically characterized. Moreover, from the surface
observations of fog density, liquid water content (hereafter
LWC) of fog is estimated. The actual measured optical attenuations are then compared with the optical attenuations
estimated from LWC. The results presented suggest that fog
density measurements carried out are accurate representation of the fog intensity and the attenuation predictions obtained by the LWC estimate match the actual measured optical attenuations. This suggests that the LWC is a useful
parameter besides visibility range to predict optical attenuations in the presence of hydrometeors.
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1. Introduction
FSO links are of prime importance in order to fulfill
ever growing demands of data rates for future terrestrial and
ground-space communication applications. With the growing demand for high bandwidth data rate access, many competing technologies have evolved in an effort to solve the
last mile bottleneck problem within metropolitan area networks [1]. FSO promises a very high bandwidth associated to the optical frequencies without the need of digging
up the ground for laying the fiber. FSO links have notable
advantages over both radio frequency (RF) and fiber optics
due to the absence of channel dispersion and nonlineari-

ties. However, the main reasons for the relatively slow acceptability of FSO as a preferred access technology, are the
atmospheric attenuators that significantly degrade the link
performance [2]. In recent years, many different solutions,
like coded modulation techniques, adaptive optics, and employing quantum cascade laser (QCL) with emission wavelengths in the infrared range have been proposed for better
performance of FSO under different atmospheric influences
[2], [3], [4], [5]. However, most researchers proposed improvements in FSO system design by concentrating only on
the turbulence induced fading issues and have extensively
utilized the models developed for weak and strong turbulence in the channel to get insight into the system design
aspects [3], [4], [6], [7]. While much less attention has been
paid to the other FSO link attenuators like fog, snow and
clouds. Recent studies concluded that optical power losses
for dense maritime fog and moderate continental fog conditions are up to 480 dB/km and 120 dB/km, respectively
[8], [9], [10]. Intense shower and heavy snowfall conditions
result in optical signal attenuations approaching 30 dB/km
and 70 dB/km, respectively [11]. Empirical models e.g., the
Crane and ITU-R model have been proposed in literature for
rain and snow attenuations [11], [12], [13], while the well
known Kim and Kruse models are extensively utilized for
empirical modeling of fog environments [14], [15].
The fog modeling efforts have remained concentrated
till now on the development and improvement of empirical models to get estimates of the attenuation caused by fog
[14], [15], whereas the turbulence modeling effort always
concentrated and worked towards attaining and improving
upon tractable probability density functions for the irradiance fluctuations [16], [17], [18]. Not many attempts in this
direction have been made for the fog case. The prime reason is the behavior of fog formation, its long persistence in
the atmosphere and the fact, that many times a fog causes
such high attenuations that would render the link unavailable
[10]. The empirical models provide good estimates of attenuations caused by the atmospheric link impairments; however, they provide no insight about the RSS variations. FSO
system designers have been in the need of stochastic models
so that they might get insight into the RSS variations under
the influence of the atmospheric attenuators. The stochastic
models can provide the basis for appropriate system design
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enhancements like well suited modulation schemes, channel
codes, equalizers and estimators for the terrestrial FSO link.
Proposing system design enhancements which improve the
performance only under turbulent conditions is not enough.
Fog modeling is the focus of this article, and Section
2 provides novel results on PDF estimation of RSS during
a foggy event, whereas Section 3 introduces a new technique
of employing LWC to predict visibility range and the corresponding fog attenuations. Section 4 concludes the article by
highlighting the significance of these advancements in fog
modeling for terrestrial FSO links.

2. PDF Estimation of RSS for
Continental Fog Conditions
A novel approach of achieving a tractable probability
density function of the received signal strength under fog
attenuation has been investigated. The continental fog has
characteristics which allow us to model the received signal
strength by standard curve fitting techniques. We provide
below the results achieved through analysis of data acquired
through measurement campaigns at the continental city of
Graz [20]. A fog event measured in Graz, Austria on January
31, 2006 has been analyzed. The RSS of the transmitted optical signals having 850 nm and 950 nm wavelengths, over
a link distance of approximately 800 m, were recorded by
a unidirectional FSO link. Fig. 1a)–d) shows the distribution
of the received power (dBm) for the complete fog event that
spanned around 14 hours, for 1 hour, for one minute and for
30 seconds, respectively.

Fig. 1. Received power distribution of a selected fog event
recorded in Graz on 31.01.2006 for different time durations

.
These plots are drawn using Kernel smoothing density
estimate i.e., [f,xi] = ksdensity(x) function in MATLAB. This function computes a probability density estimate
of the sample in some vector x, while f is the vector of density values evaluated at the points in xi. The density estimate
is based on a normal kernel function and the density is eval-
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uated at 100 equally spaced points that cover the range of the
data in x [21]. The distribution clearly exhibits a multimodal
PDF with a spread of 1 dBm. The constituent parameters
of fog including the drop size distribution undergoes significant changes over large spans of time resulting in the mean
of the distribution of attenuation shifting to different values
and thus creating a multimodal probability density function.
To analyze the distribution of the RSS on hourly scale, we
provide the PDF of received power for this selected fog event
as shown in Fig. 1b). As clearly evident, the PDF has a bimodal shape with two distinct modes around -23.2 dBm and
-22.8 dBm of the received power. Forfurther analysis, the
PDFs have been drawn on a minute and 30-second scales (as
shown in Figs. 1c) and 1d)), respectively. It is quite interesting to note that the PDFs now take the shape of a standard
Gaussian curve once the time span is reduced to a minute or
less.
To further investigate the trend of RSS in continental
fog, we analyze another continental fog event that is also
recorded in Graz on November 18-19, 2009. The total duration of this fog event was about 13 hours (started around
5 PM on Nov. 18, 2009 and lasted until 8 AM on Nov. 19,
2009). The optical attenuations recorded a maximum value
of 140 dB/km averaged on a minute scale. The received
power distribution for this selected whole fog event is given
in Fig. 2a). This is followed by received power distributions
on 1 hour, 10 minute, 1 minute, and 30-second time intervals
as shown in Figs. 2b), 2c), 2d), and 2e), respectively.

Fig. 2. Received power distribution of a selected fog event
recorded in Graz on 18-19.11.2009 for different time durations.

It is clearly evident that multimodal behavior is observed for longer time intervals (on hourly basis). As
we move down to shorter time intervals, the curves depict
a trend towards Gaussian distribution. The slight differences
observed in terms of the details of the PDF’s shape acquired
by the RSS in the two events (Figs. 1 and 2) can be attributed
to the fog characteristics of the particular event. The overall trend is that of multimodal distribution over large time
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scales (see Figs. 1b) and 2b)) and a trend towards Gaussian
or a skewed Gaussian PDF when measured on smaller time
intervals in both the representative fog events. The results
analyzed over smaller time intervals are more significant as
they can then be suggestive towards signal estimation, selection of forward error correction codes and thus an improved
FSO system design.

given. This section comprises of methodology for fog attenuation using LWC in subsection 4.1, after that different empirical models based on visibility range estimate from LWC
are elaborated in 4.2, followed by analysis of simulation results and comparison with actual measured FSO attenuation
in subsection 4.3.

For further statistical analysis of the fog attenuations,
the statistical parametric values for the two fog events are
summarized in Tab. 1. The variance of continental fog data
recorded a sharp decrease when measured at reduced time
scales. At smaller time intervals like 1 minute and 30 seconds, the variance became really small depicting that the
attenuation almost becomes stable. This sharp decrease in
variance on smaller time intervals suggests a rather stable
characteristic of the continental fog as compared to other fog
types like maritime (advection) fog. In other words, it means
that the continental fog retains its attenuation characteristic
once it sets in. It shall be noted that the link distance was
about 800 m for the winter 2006 fog event, and about 80 m
for winter 2009 fog event.

3.1 Relationship between Fog’s Drop Size
Distribution and LWC

The comparison of Skewness reveals interesting insight
in the fog attenuation analysis. The received power for winter 2006 interval has Skewness approaching zero for shorter
intervals (1 hour and lesser). However, for larger time intervals (> 3 hours) the curve is skewed to the right; indicating that the signals with lesser power are received more
frequently than higher powered signals. A similar trend is
observed for the winter 2009 fog event. The high kurtosis
and small variance signifies a stable link. Higher variance
alongside high kurtosis would depict infrequent extreme deviations in the received power. The generic trend in the data
analyzed is a higher kurtosis than for Gaussian distribution.
Probability density function fitting has been tried to
the PDF estimates of the complete fog events recorded and
the results have been summarized in Tab. 2. The sum of
the square error (hereafter SSE) difference at each of these
curves with the original nonparametric density estimates was
evaluated and clearly the best fit shall have the smallest number of squared errors. The lognormal PDF has been found to
be the closest fit for the continental Graz fog event of 2006,
and Gamma PDF for Graz 2009 fog event. However, as evident from the complete fog event’s real PDFs (Figs. 1a)
and 2a)), it can be concluded that the attempts to find the
best fit do not really reveal the true picture.

3. Methodology of Estimating Fog
Attenuations from LWC
Fog that is characterized by several physical parameters
such as particle size distribution, temperature, humidity and
LWC has been extensively modeled by drop size distribution and visibility range. In this part of the paper an innovative approach of fog attenuation prediction based on LWC is

The size distribution of the fog droplets is usually described by modified gamma drop size distribution (MGDSD)
as given by
C(r) = N0 rm exp(−Λrσ )∆r,

0≤r≤∞

(1)

where r is the particle radius. N0 , m, Λ and σ are parameters
which characterize the particle size distribution. Fog is usually characterized by N0 , m and Λ with σ = 1 [22]. For dense
fog these parameter values are 0.027, 3 and 0.3 respectively
and for moderate continental fog the values are 607.5, 6 and
3. If Nd is the actual total concentration of the fog droplets
per cubic centimeter of air then the real profile of the fog
droplets is given by multiplying C(r) by Nd [23]. Therefore,
following (1) the LWC in g/m3 is defined as
Z
4 ∞ 3
πr C(r)dr
(2)
LWC = ρw Nd
3 0
where ρw is density of water in g/cm3 . The values of LWC
resulting from (2) and the corresponding set of MGDSD parameters giving the best fit curves relative to eight size spectra of small water droplets for a visibility range of 1 km are
given by Claudio Tomasi et. al [23]. Given the third power
radius in(2), it is suggested that water droplets smaller than 3
µm have a very small contribution towards LWC and, therefore, could be neglected [24]. The effective droplet radius
(re ) in terms of DSD is given by (3) below.
R∞ 3
r C(r)dr
LWC
re = R0∞ 2
= 30000
.
0

r C(r)dr

PSA

(3)

It is important to mention that re is the radius of the
fog particles of single diameter droplet having the same
LWC, and particle surface area (hereafter PSA) measured
in (cm2 /m3 ). LWC and PSA are both important parameters
to estimate fog attenuations caused by scattering of fog particles. When fog particles are assumed spherical in shape,
then PSA is given by,
PSA = 10−2 · 4π

Z ∞

r2C(r)dr.

(4)

0

PSA and LWC of fog and clouds droplet size distribution can be estimated from MGDSD, i.e. C(r). Assuming
modified gamma drop size distribution MGDSD (as given
by (1)), and provided m is specified, N0 and Λ are given by
N0 =

3 · 106 (LWC · Λm+4 )
,
4πΓ(m + 4)

(5)

(m + 3)
.
re

(6)

Λ=
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Fog event dated 31.01.06
Duration
14 hours
1 hour
10 minutes
1 minute
30 seconds

Mean
-26.578
-23.0037
-22.8052
-22.7874
-22.7876

Variance
6.3662
0.0236
0.0006
0.0003
0.0004

Range
6.3662
0.6520
0.1680
0.0930
0.0930

Fog event dated 18-19.11.09
Skewness
0.0148
-0.141
-0.0561
-0.0919
0.038

kurtosis
1.3356
1.6875
2.8762
3.5764
3.3312

Duration
16.5 hours
1 hour
10 minutes
1 minute
30 seconds

Mean
-35.1410
-33.2381
-33.2881
-36.5382
-36.4930

Variance
10.7702
8.7600
2.3010
0.0233
0.0166

Range
11.4670
7.8820
5.3510
0.6610
0.4550

Skewness
0.6593
-0.7646
-1.0226
0.2697
-0.8895

kurtosis
2.1170
1.9026
2.8677
2.4208
2.4994

Tab. 1. Statistical parameter values (dB) of two representative fog events recorded in Graz.

Density functions
Lognormal
Gamma
Exponential

Mean
-26.5784
-26.578
-26.578

Fog event dated 31.01.06
Variance
Distr. parameters
6.46165
µ=-3.27555, σ=0.095423
6.40128
a=110.351, b=0.240849
706.391
None

SSE
0.6212
0.6217
1.2388

Mean
-34.1332
-34.1273
-34.1273

Fog event dated 18-19.11.09
Variance
Distr. parameters
17.2807
µ=-3.52291, σ=0.12134
16.7069
a=69.7118, b=0.489548
1164.67
None

SSE
0.2796
0.2733
0.5367

Tab. 2. Statistics of three best fit density functions of two representative fog events in Graz.

3.2 Models Relating LWC to Visibility Range
Many models exist that relate DSD of fog or clouds to
the optical attenuations for the FSO links. Due to the complexity of computing the DSD of fog or clouds at a particular location, models that relate visibility range to the optical
attenuations have been developed. It may not be straightforward to compute the visibility range because of availability
of transmissiometer systems and their high installation costs
involved. Hence, there is a need to find an alternative solution to predict visibility range from some microphysical
properties of certain atmospheric conditions like fog, rain,
snow and clouds. LWC seems a suitable option as it is easily
computable and, moreover, existing empirical models could
then be used that relate visibility range to the LWC.
Fig. 3. The MGDSD of fog for different DSD parameter values
against LWC=0.5 g/m3 .

Here Γ() is the gamma function. Fig. 3 illustrates the
influence of three DSD parameters of the modified gamma
distribution for a given value of LWC = 0.5 g/m3 .
LWC varies significantly depending on the type of fog
or cloud present in the atmosphere at a particular location.
Their classification is highly related to the amount of LWC
as well as to their origin. The combination of LWC and the
origin allows to readily predict the types of conditions that
will be most likely in the vicinity of the free-space optical
link. Fog, having very low densities, contains very small
amount of water and thus results in lower values of LWC
around 0.05 g/m3 for a moderate fog (visibility range around
300 m). Much higher values of LWC (around 0.5 g/m3 ) usually mean formation of thick or dense fog (visibility range
of about 50 m) [20]. Similarly, clouds may have LWC value
of 0.06405 g/m3 and 1-3 g/m3 for Cirrus and Cumulonimbus
clouds, respectively measured in the same amount of space
[22]. Fog or cloud droplets of the maritime origin tend to
have fewer water droplets having relatively larger size radius
than the continental droplet size [22], [25]. The concentration of maritime origin droplets lies between 100 drops/cm3
to about 200 drops/cm3 , whereas the concentration of continental origin droplets is about 900 drops/cm3 [26].

The variability in the fog microstructure causes a considerable variability in the reduction of visibility range induced by the presence of small water droplets in the air.
Numerous researchers have aimed at defining relationships
between associated visibility range reduction and the overall characteristics of fog. Most of them have focused on the
power law relationship between fog’s LWC and its associated extinction coefficient [23], [27]. The general form of
LWC and visibility range relationship derived from the ample set of data related to fog’s evolutionary stages is given by
V = b(LWC)−2/3

(7)

where V is the visibility range and LWC is the amount of
Liquid Water Content (g/m3 ). Parameter b takes on specific
values for different fog conditions as shown in Tab. 3.
Another relationship dealing with LWC and the corresponding optical extinctions is given by
βext = p(LWC)a .
(8)
Here, βext is the optical extinction coefficient. The proportionality constant p is related to specific fog conditions. Experimental results show considerable variability, with values falling in the range of 65 ≤ p ≤ 178 and 0.63 ≤ a ≤
0.96 [28]. A relationship for visibility range as a function of
both LWC and the droplet size was proposed by J. E. Jiusto
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Fog Type
Dense Haze
Continental fog (dry and cold)
Maritime fog (wet and warm)
Dense Haze and Selective fog
Stable and evolving fog
Advection fog

Reference
Claudio Tomasi et. al
Claudio Tomasi et. al
Claudio Tomasi et. al
Eldridge et. al
Eldridge et. al
Koester and Kosowsky

b
0.013
0.034
0.060
0.017
0.024
0.02381

Tab. 3. Fog types and the values of coefficient b to estimate visibility range from LWC.

who showed that LWC is directly related to droplet size [29].
More recently Gultepe et al. proposed a relationship between
visibility range V and the product of droplet number concentration Nd and LWC [30] as given by Equation 9. This model
recognizes the presence of variability in fog droplet sizes and
their role in optical extinctions in different fog conditions by
influencing the visibility range parameter
V = 1.002(LWC · Nd )−0.6473 .

(9)

The maximum value for Nd and LWC used in derivation of (9) are about 400 cm−3 and 0.5 g/m3 , respectively,
whereas the minimum values are 1.0 cm−3 and 0.005 g/m3 ,
respectively. This model recognizes the presence of variability in droplet sizes and their contribution towards reduction of visibility range in fog. Under a project named Fog
Remote Sensing and Modeling (FRAM), a model has been
developed from the empirical data to characterize different
phases of maritime fog (e.g., formation, evolution and dissipation) that deals with marine fog and is given by [31]
V = 0.856(LWC · Nd )−0.609 .

(10)

(10) suggests that when LWC is fixed, Nd should decrease
to obtain large visibility range values, e.g. during fog dissipation phase. In case of small droplets evaporation, some
large droplets tend to be formed such that when these large
droplets reach a critical size (diameter > 20 µmm) they drizzle out [31].
Fig. 4a)-d) shows simulation results for the visibility
range for fixed values of Nd , fixed LWC, the continental and
maritime fog models defined by (9) & (10), and the simulation model of (8), respectively. It is evident from this plot
that visibility range decreases with increasing Nd and LWC.
In Fig. 4-(c), the model labelled as maritime (advection) fog
is simulated using (10), whereas models labelled as continental fog and maritime fog are simulated using (9).
Now, in order to estimate the fog’s LWC (g/m3 ) values directly from the fog density values (mg/m3 ), the following procedure can be adopted. The fog density is measured with a simple optical device, whose output values
may have big fluctuations as they are measured on the seconds time scale. So, conversion from fog density values
to LWC values first requires smoothing of the data values
since LWC can not change so rapidly. This can be achieved
through averaging of the instantaneous values of LWC.

Fig. 4. Simulations of relationship between LWC, Nd and visibility range.

Let Wk be the averaged value of LWC and Dk the output
of the fog sensor between 0 – 0.5 relative values, therefore
their ratio is represented by a constant C given by [32]
C=

∑nk=1 Wk
= 0.7384(g/m3 )
∑nk=1 Dk

k = 1, 2, ...., n

(11)

where n is the total number of measurement samples during
the whole fog event. The momentary value of LWC in the
presence of fog is thus given by
LWCk = C · Dk = 0.7384 · Dk (g/m3 ), k = 1, 2, ...., n. (12)
The optical extinctions can be predicted from LWC values either by the power law relationship as given by (8), or
by first predicting the visibility range from LWC instantaneous values using (9) & (10) for continental and maritime
fog, respectively.

3.3 Results on Impact of Fog Density & LWC
on the FSO Link Performance
Fig 5 shows time series of recorded fog density and
LWC, temperature, relative humidity and the corresponding optical attenuations at 950 nm on a minute scale against
a continental fog event recorded at Graz on November 18-19,
2009 over a 80 m FSO link. The shown values of the above
mentioned parameters are from 10 AM on Nov. 18, 2009 to
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10 AM on Nov. 19, 2009. The total duration of the fog event
was approx. 13 hours (started around 5 PM on Nov. 18, 2009
and lasted until 8 AM on Nov. 19, 2009). The optical attenuations recorded the maximum value of 140 dB/km averaged
on a minute scale. During dense fog conditions of this fog
event the temperature varied around 4 – 6 ◦ C while the relative humidity approached about 100 %. During later stage of
the fog event when temperature started to increase the corresponding relative humidity decreased, and hence caused the
fog to dissipate, whereas during early stage of the fog event
(fog formation phase), the temperature approached 0 ◦ C and
relative humidity increased towards 100 %. Data analysis of
the measured parameters reveals that maximum optical attenuation of 140 dB/km is achieved against LWC value of
around 0.29 – 0.3 g/m3 averaged over a minute scale. An
average value of about 0.1198 g/m3 for LWC was observed
during the mentioned 24 hours time interval averaged over
minute scales. Further analysis reveals that for a maximum
value of LWC (∼ 0.4 g/m3 ) the corresponding value of optical attenuations is ∼ 130 dB/km. The possible explanation
of this fact can be the variations in Nd due to sudden wind
gusts, or may be due to the 1 m separation between the FSO
receiver terminal and the fog sensor device. In short it is
quite evident that optical attenuations are in high correlation
(∼ 0.6997) with the fog density variations, and the results
indicate that both are strongly influenced by the severity of
fog.
The plot in Fig. 6 shows the comparison between actual
measured optical attenuations at 950 nm and the optical attenuations predicted from LWC momentary values. The procedure adopted to compute the predicted attenuations from
LWC instantaneous values is as follows: firstly, the instantaneous values of fog density recorded by the fog sensor are
converted to momentary LWC values averaged over minutes
and hours time scale against the mentioned fog event using
(12). Then from these momentary values of LWC, visibility
range is estimated using the relationship given by (9). Once
the visibility range is computed against the LWC values for
the mentioned continental fog event, using Kruse and Kim
model (approximations of visibility range) the corresponding specific attenuations are computed for attenuation values
averaged over minutes and hours time scales for comparisons. It is important to mention that the transmission threshold was taken as 5 % while predicting the visibility range
values from LWC instantaneous values. The plots given in
Fig. 6a)-b) show a comparison between the measured optical
attenuations and the predicted attenuations for a range of Nd
against Kruse and Kim model, respectively. Different values
of Nd are compared in order to get a rough idea about the
fog particles concentration during certain fog event. From
Figs. 6a)-b), it appears as though the particle concentration
roughly varies somewhat between 100 – 250 particles/cm3
volume as the actual measured attenuations were closer to
this range of values compared to the other ranges of values. In order to get a better impression between comparisons of attenuations, plots in Fig. 6c)-d) are compared based
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on attenuation values averaged on a hourly time scale for
both actual measured and the predicted attenuations using
Kruse and Kim approximations, respectively. From these
two plots, it is quite clear to observe that the particle concentration remained in the above mentioned range during this
fog event. In Figs. 6e)-f), the predicted (Kruse and Kim) and
actual measured optical attenuations are compared against
the Cumulative Distribution Function (hereafter CDF) exceeded (%) for values averaged on a minute and hourly time
scales, respectively. It is evident from these plots that the
CDF of the measured and the predicted attenuations proves
that the attenuation values are similarly distributed; validating the LWC estimation. Moreover, the predictions made
through visibility range estimates by Kim model are quite
closer to the actual measured attenuations as compared to the
Kruse model. This tendency is observed because the selected
fog event was a kind of dense continental type with visibility
range well below 500 m most of the time. And since Kim
model better describes lower visibility range conditions than
Kruse, the Kim model performs better.

Fig. 5. Results of LWC, temperature, relative humidity and
fog density variations against a continental fog event
recorded in Graz.

In order to refine the precision of this technique further measurements would be required preferably for dense
fog conditions in different fog environments and geographical locations. The significance of this method over prediction method based on visibility range is that this method is
equally valid in order to predict attenuations for both terrestrial as well as ground-space optical links, whereas the
prediction method based on visibility range is so far only
applicable to horizontal FSO links.
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Figure 6. Comparison between measured optical attenuations from path and the predicted attenuations from momentary values of LWC; Measured
attenuations and predicted attenuations by Kruse model on a minute scale (a), measured attenuations and predicted attenuations by Kim
model on a minute scale (b), measured attenuations and predicted attenuations by Kruse model on a hour scale (c), measured attenuations
and predicted attenuations by Kruse model on a hour scale (d), CDF (%) exceeded for measured and predicted attenuations on a minute
scale (e), CDF (%) exceeded for measured and predicted attenuations on a hour scale (f).
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4. Conclusions
FSO system design enhancements for terrestrial links
are highly dependent upon the accuracy of the channel model
utilized. Stochastic models that provide the basis for appropriate system design enhancements are a way forward
as they give us the insight into the RSS variations in different fog conditions. In this article, two selected radiation
fog events recorded over two different path lengths (80 m
and 800 m), have been analyzed on the basis of RSS distribution and corresponding signal variations. It was noticed
that smaller received power variations are observed that span
around 1.5 dB for the first representative fog event over a link
distance of 800 m and higher received power variations for
shorter distance link (80 m) for the second event recorded
in 2009. The results also showed that the RSS in the presence of a foggy channel distributed itself as a Gaussian or
a skewed Gaussian PDF when measured over a small interval
of time (10 minutes or shorter intervals). Further investigations on optical attenuations revealed that fog conditions are
highly dependent on the amount of LWC. Through a comparison of fog density measured by a simple fog sensor device
installed at the location of FSO transceivers, it was observed
that fog density is in high correlation with the LWC and the
corresponding optical attenuations.
A large number of fog events (a multi-year data-set
with consistent state-of-the-art instrumentation) need to be
analyzed in order to get statistically reliable models of drop
size distribution parameters for long term predictions and
also to indicate the suitability of the Gamma and Lognormal distribution functions to derive fog attenuations over the
entire range of fog droplet sizes.
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